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EMA GARP Fund, LP. --- Report for the First Quarter ended March 31, 2021
KEY TAKEAWAYS


Review of Macro Thesis
 Sovereign Debt Bubble Collapsing.
 Has not happened since 1930’s.
 Three paths forward:


(i) Default. Debt collapse. Which leads to Deflation.



(ii) Restructure/Reset. (Roosevelt 1934).



(iii) Inflation to reduce Debt/GDP. (US post WWII).

 Politics suggest inflation is the most likely outcome.


Important Quarterly Developments
 Inflation clearly emerges.


Fed argues it is “transitory and inflation is anchored”.



We disagree. Inflation expectations support our view.

 US Government Delivers Stimulus, promises even MOAR.


Biden’s $1.9T bill passes.



Infrastructure bills planned could be $4-5T.



Budget deficit is $4.2T before infrastructure. Was $3.1T last year.



When does it become apparent they can never stop? Loss of faith.

 Market Movements:





US 10 year yield moves up sharply in Q1. Served as a headwind for gold
prices and miners, but much like the late 1970s, gold prices will react to
increasingly negative real rates as inflation grows.



Bitcoin nearly hyperinflates versus the dollar.

Implications
 Low monetary velocity is not an argument for low inflation. Change occurring.
 Shadow YCC is happening. Overt YCC will be needed.
 Negative real rates will drive higher gold prices.



Fund Strategy and Positioning
 Second chance to buy gold and gold mining securities.
 Values are compelling. Gold and silver miners are the world’s cheapest asset class.
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RESULTS SUMMARY
This is the EMA GARP Fund L.P. report for the first quarter of 2021 ended March 31. For the month of
January, the Fund decreased in value by -6.5%. In February, the Fund increased in value by 0.8%. In
March the Fund decreased in value by -2.0%. For the quarter, the Fund decreased in value by -7.7%.

Quarterly

Return*

Cumulative

Q1 2021

-7.7%

-7.7%

Monthly

Return*

Cumulative

March
February
January

-2.0%
0.8%
-6.5%

-7.7%
-5.8%
-6.5%

Annual
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

Return**
126.2%
97.9%
-31.8%
-7.8%
75.0%
-8.0%
-26.8%
-50.8%
-7.9%
-32.2%
47.1%
33.2%
-5.8%
40.5%
19.5%

Since
Inception
218.3%
40.7%
-28.9%
4.3%
13.2%
-35.3%
-29.7%
-4.0%
93.3%
110.0%
209.5%
110.4%
58.0%
67.9%
19.5%

* Net of fees; incentive allocation charged in December if 10% hurdle is reached.
** Net of fees and incentive allocations: audited.
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RESULTS COMPARISON
In the first quarter of 2021, the EMA GARP Fund decreased in value by -7.7%.
The schedule below shows the Fund’s performance compared to the general stock market indices, and the
gold stock indices for the first quarter of 2021.

First Quarter 2021 Results Comparison
Q1
EMA GARP Fund, LP
DJIA
S&P 500 Index
NASDAQ Composite

-7.7%
7.8%
5.8%
4.7%

XAU Gold/Silver Stocks
HUI Gold Stocks Index
GDX Gold Majors ETF
GDXJ Gold Juniors ETF
GOEX Gold Explorers ETF
SIL Silver Miners ETF

-6.8%
-11.6%
-11.1%
-17.0%
-16.8%
-14.2%

Gold Bullion
Silver Bullion
Crude Oil
Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI)
CCI Commodity Index
US Government 10 Year Yield
US Dollar Index
Bitcoin

-10.3%
-7.7%
25.1%
14.2%
6.4%
1.74%
92.93
103.3%

QUARTERLY OVERVIEW
In the first quarter of 2021, the Fund recorded a modest loss (-7.7%) while the other segments of the stock
market posted solid returns on optimism that the COVID vaccines are working and an economic recovery
is on the horizon. Losing value is never fun. On a relative basis, however, we were able to beat our
benchmark, the GDXJ, which was down -17.0%. Securities selection, hedging and a modest weighting in
Bitcoin helped create this outperformance.
We believe the gold correction persisted through the first quarter because the stronger economy has pushed
the benchmark 10 Year US Treasury bond yield to 1.74%, a large increase from the 0.91% rate on
December 31, 2020. This increase in nominal interest rates made the “real rate” of interest (nominal rateinflation) less negative. We believe real rates will become more negative soon though as the inflation rate
is increasing rapidly, which is enormously positive for gold.
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SUMMARY OF THIS LETTER’S CONTENTS
In our past four quarterly reports, we have covered many of the macro issues discussed in this report in
great depth. We see little benefit in repeating that analysis.
If there is something in here which you do not fully understand, you can reference our past letters on our
newly designed website: www.ema2.com . You can also join our mailing list there to receive future letters
and notification of events.
In this letter we are going to focus on a few points:






Review of the Macro Thesis
Important Quarterly Developments
o Inflation Clearly Emerges
o US Government Delivers Stimulus, promises MOAR
o Market Movements: US 10yr Yield, Bitcoin
Implications
Fund Strategy and Positioning

MACRO THESIS REVIEW
We believe we are in the early to middle stages of a worldwide sovereign debt bubble collapse. The
“bubble” which exists today is in debt and the currencies which are backed and supported by this debt.
This is a very big deal and does not happen very often. In fact, no one alive today has ever seen a
sovereign debt collapse of a large country.1 You need to consult the history books to find one, with the last
ones occurring in the 1900’s to 1930’s. Because of this, the average investor today is not prepared for
what is coming. We believe that our Fund offers a realistic and well-priced form of protection against this
type of crisis. We offer “monetary debasement” insurance.
Historically, these crises occur when sovereign debt exceeds 100% of GDP as identified by Reinhart and
Rogoff in their book This Time is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial Folly. Presently, the on balance
sheet US Federal Debt ($28.1 Trillion) is 130% of GDP ($21.6T). Off balance sheet liabilities (Social
Security, Medicare/Medicaid) add another $100 to $200T depending upon assumptions.
This debt level could not be serviced (much less reduced or paid off) if interest rates, which are the price of
money, were set by a free market. In this respect, the monetary authorities world-wide, through price
fixing of interest rates, have broken the financial markets. History proves that price fixing does not work
(see USSR and grain prices). The price of money is the most important price in capitalism and messing
with it distorts the price of everything. Capital is not allocated efficiently. In a free market system,
interest rates balance the needs of savers and borrowers.

1

There are many smaller country examples, Venezuela, Zimbabwe, Argentina, etc.
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With over-indebtedness as a backdrop, history shows us that there are only three ways for a country to deal
with a situation like this.
1. Default. Debts collapse to worthlessness as entities fail. Which leads to Deflation.
2. Restructure/Revalue against some superior form of money. Reset. (see Roosevelt 1934).
3. Inflate the currency and GDP versus the Debt. (see US Post WWII).
Option 1 is possible, and perhaps in due course, option 2 could be chosen. However, in our current
political structure, we believe the most likely path the US will take is option 3 (Inflation). Therefore, we
believe inflation is in our future. Not just a little bit of inflation, a lot of inflation!
When an economy becomes too debt saturated things begin to break, and the government generally
intervenes to prevent the natural deflationary cleansing that would occur without intervention. The
government intervened in 2008 during the GFC. In March 2020 when the economy grinded to a halt
(COVID was the match, but the fire had been built), the government again stepped in (with an
unprecedented order of magnitude) to prevent a severe deflation and economic collapse.
Historically, the Money Supply has never grown like this (past 60 years view):

Make no mistake, this M1 money supply increase was done to avoid a total collapse of the system. In
March of 2020, a deflationary collapse was occurring and something that rarely occurs was taking place.
Stocks were crashing and yet US Government Debt was no longer a safe haven. The 10 year US Treasury
market became disorderly as its rate went from a low of 0.39% to 1.26% in the space of just 7 days; at the
same time stocks crashed. (generally, US Treasury bonds are a safe haven in a falling stock market; the
fact that this did not occur is very telling). This, no doubt, terrified the Fed and led to Jay Powell’s
enormous response of “whatever it takes” QE, and promises of unlimited money creation. It also led to an
enormous fiscal response by Congress and the Treasury.
Perhaps even more than inflation and employment, the Fed views its job as protecting the markets. They
have repeatedly said they will act to prevent any systematically important market from becoming
disorderly. The market for US Government Debt is the world’s most systematically important market.
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IMPORTANT QUARTERLY DEVELOPMENTS
No doubt, it was a tough quarter for spot gold bullion down -10.3% and gold miners (GDXJ down -17%).
The sharp increase in 10 year US Treasury rates seemed to be the culprit as real rates became slightly less
negative. As the chart below shows, real rates became slightly less negative (white line). Gold prices
(gold line) declined as a result.

The HGNSI gold miner sentiment index registered a -51.7%, nearly the lowest level in its 21 year history.
The last two instances when this indicator was even close to this low were August of 2018 and March of
2020 when it registered -27.3% and -22.0%, respectively. In both those recent instances, gold rallied 40%
off those sentiment lows. From this cycle low of $1,683 a 40% rally would put gold at $2,356.
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We believe the impact of rates on gold will prove to be only a temporary headwind for a few reasons:


Given the magnitude of debt in the economy and at the Government level, the Fed will only be
able to let rates go so high. Every 1% increase in US Treasury yields adds ~ $280 billion to the
annual deficit.



With the coming inflationary headwinds outlined below, we believe real yields are presently more
deeply negative than markets understand.



As the chart below shows, the 1970s saw rates and gold both move higher contemporaneously,
with inflation as the driver. From 1972 to 1980, the 10-year US Treasury yield rose from 5.9% to
13.65% and the federal funds rate rose from 3.5% to 20%. Despite those rate increases, gold
climbed from $45 an ounce to a high of $850 per ounce during that same period. CPI Inflation
averaged 8.3% during this period, with a range of 2.7% to 14.75%.

Source: Bloomberg

In sum, we think the markets will be stunned at: (i) the impact of the continued and ongoing growth in the
money supply necessary to fund US fiscal deficits; and (ii) the resulting inflation that is more broad based
than just stock and bond prices.
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Inflation Clearly Emerges
In our last letter, we talked about the balance between inflation and deflation. We are now of the opinion
that higher inflation is an absolute lock. We believe we are in a clear case of a “crack up boom”. The
prices of everything are going up sharply.
For example, nationwide median house prices are up 10% in January and 15.8% in February year on year.
This has never happened before, even during the housing bubble of 2007-2008. The chart below quantifies
the magnitude of inflation.
Note the size of some of these changes. These are eye popping numbers.

Now, the counter argument to this is the one made by Fed Chairman Jay Powell in his recent testimony
before Congress.
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He says that COVID disrupted production and supply chains and admitted that this will lead to inflation.
But, he then makes the point that any inflation is “TRANSITORY” and that long term inflation
expectations are well grounded. We suppose it is possible in some pockets (e.g., lumber inflation likely is
temporary and by 2022 a supply response will transpire). However, it is difficult to reconcile the numbers
in the chart above with anything that is likely to be transitory. After such a massive dose of inflation it
does not seem realistic to think we will return to deflationary conditions ex ante.
Furthermore, in his testimony we were surprised by how many questions he received about the risk of
inflation. A very large percentage of the Senators and Congress-people asked about the inflation risk. His
standard response to them was that they should not be concerned because the Fed has “TOOLS”. I wish
one of the officials had followed up by asking him what exactly those tools are.
As far as we can see, he only has two possible tools: (i) raising interest rates; and (ii) withdrawing
monetary liquidity (i.e., reverse QE). Given the levels of national debt, both of those tools would lead to a
system wide collapse, in our opinion. To be fair, maybe the Fed can jawbone or threaten these tools to
calm down inflation, but they are walking a very thin line. The market has demonstrated at many instances
in the past three years (e.g., Q4 2018) that it cannot handle higher interest rates or less liquidity. Some
have said: “you cannot taper a Ponzi”.
In our opinion, Powell was bluffing in front of Congress. He knows inflation is coming, so he warns of it.
Like Rudolf von Havenstein in 1920 Germany, he is hoping he can control inflation once unleashed.
Several wags on Twitter summarized Powell’s testimony nicely. The reason we post these Tweets and
believe they are relevant is that confidence in the Fed is all that stands between the markets today and a
complete melt down in the bond market.

Even Larry Summers, whom we generally disagree with, shares our view:
“Every great inflation is made by a central bank that dismisses it as due to transient factors”
-

Larry Summers, Former Secretary, U.S. Treasury, 3/5/21
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Studying prior hyperinflations, we know that the tipping point occurs when confidence in the monetary
authorities is lost and everyone realizes that the printing can never stop. Thus, a rush begins out of that
local currency and into hard assets. It is difficult to know how close we are to that point, but we believe
the trend has begun.
So, the Fed is making a strong and concerted effort to deny that inflation and rising yields are a risk, and
are attempting to sweep the issue under the rug.
The brilliant macro analyst, Luke Gromen (you should subscribe) deals with this one clearly:

The most worrisome form of inflation is food inflation. This is what leads to revolutions.
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Recall that inflation is partly a psychological issue. The next schedule is a survey which shows that money
managers certainly view inflation as a concern:

Source: Goldman Sachs

Also, the University of Michigan Inflation Expectations Survey has just broken out.

When you combine all of these measures with the fact that the Fed is printing to purchase a large portion
of the debt that is being issued, we conclude that inflation is much more likely than deflation.
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US Government Delivers Stimulus and Signals MOAR
Biden has said he wants to be an FDR like President and so far he is living up to his word.
During the quarter, the Senate and House moved quickly to pass another COVID relief bill, this one called:
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021. Its total size was $1.9T and included direct helicopter money relief
checks of $1,400 per working individual, and $500 per child. For those keeping score at home: since the
COVID crisis hit in March of last year, the US Federal Government passed the CARES ACT $2.6T; the
December package $900B; and this package $1.9 Trillion. This totals $5.4T, all of which was unfunded.
This is very much following the Stephanie Kelton MMT playbook which we have discussed in past letters.
In Fiscal 2019, the US Federal Deficit was $1T. For FY 2020, it was $3.1T. The current run rate
including the just passed $1.9T suggests a FY September 30, 2021 Fiscal deficit of $4.2T! As the late
night commercials used to say, “but wait, there is more!”
The press has been talking about the planned Infrastructure Bill that the Biden Administration is working
on. Originally it was signaled as being between $2 and $3 Trillion. Then that range changed from $3T to
$4T. Just this week there was discussion about how the infrastructure bill might come in two parts. It
suggested the first half might be $2.25T. So, is it possible that there is another $4.5T coming?
Of course, these are not done deals and there is talk that some Democratic Senators might object. However, just this week, the Senate parliamentarian ruled that Democrats can use Section 304 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to use reconciliation two more times in FY 2021 – which creates the ability to
pass these spending bills with relative ease.
If all of that Fiscal stimulus outlined above is not enough, recently we got these two announcements:

The ink was barely dry on the March 11, 2021 $1.9 Trillion package when that Tweet above was released.
And not to be outdone by the President, some of the Democratic Senators got into the act.
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This plan sounds very much like Universal Basic Income (UBI). President Biden has also been reported to
be investigating the legality of cancelling $50,000 of student debt for all borrowers. Our belief is that
Biden is going to get his wish on many of these plans. We know the Fed is arguing for aggressive Fiscal
stimulus and it seems very few of our officials are concerned about inflation, in part because of the Fed’s
reassurances.
As we have said repeatedly, all of these spending plans require borrowing. Someone has to purchase that
debt and the trends on that front do not look good. In this low rate world, the buyer of last resort is the
Fed, and they will have to keep purchasing bonds or interest rates will spike higher. Our view is that they
are in a doom loop and they can never stop. The only unknown is how long it takes for all of our fellow
citizens and the financial markets to figure this out.
While it is impossible to say there is a direct link between US Government Deficits and the price of gold, it
is interesting to notice the correlation between the two since 2012. (we know correlation is not causation).

From this chart, and with deficits growing wider each year, we infer that there is a very high likelihood
that the price of gold is going higher in the next few years.
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Market Movement # 1: US 10yr Yield
So, the economy is set to grow robustly as it recovers from the COVID shock, and even the Fed is calling
for 6%+ GDP growth. Prices in everything are going up very rapidly. And as you would expect, the bond
market is beginning to anticipate this growth and demand higher yields. The movement in the 10 year
yield, as shown in the schedule below has been substantial.

Source: Bloomberg

Because higher interest rates represent a real problem for the economy and the Fed, they do not want to see
the 10 year Treasury yield go higher. We believe it is just a matter of time before they will have to
implement yield curve control (YCC) and purchase bonds over and above what they are currently doing
with QE. We have covered the reason for this extensively in prior letters, but in short, they need to hold
nominal rates down as much as possible while generating inflation and GDP growth. Or said another way,
they need deeply negative real rates to get the Debt/GDP ratio back to a more normal level. This is a form
of financial repression and it was the way that the US dealt with a similar debt problem post WWII. In
that time frame, bond holders got killed on a real basis. They will this time too.
But, this inflate while keeping yields low strategy has an inherent risk imbedded in it. If inflation
accelerates and their plan is too obvious, then Gresham’s Law will be triggered and the bond market will
wake up and say “sold to you Fed”. All of it. This is currency failure. So, what is the ideal scenario for
the Fed? High inflation and deeply negative real rates, but lying about the inflation so that the bond frog
does not jump out of the pot. This is why in recent panels and conferences they have been signaling that
as long as GDP growth exceeds the interest rate level then deficits will not matter. So, how do you get
high GDP growth in a slow economy? Inflate prices. Sell the same amount of stuff at 10% higher prices.
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However, while the Fed hopes for high inflation, they need people to believe there is not too much
inflation.2 Traditionally they do this by suppressing the price of gold by issuing paper gold and silver in
the derivatives market to keep the best inflation alarm under control. Everyone knows that a rising gold
price is an inflation signal and is a threat to trust in fiat currencies. Even Volcker in his memoirs writes
about how they blew it by not controlling the gold price. Additionally, then Fed Chair Alan Greenspan
had several comments about the Fed’s ability to control gold prices.
 "I have one other issue to throw on the table. I hesitate to do it, but let me tell you some of the issues that are
involved here. If we are dealing with psychology, then the thermometers one uses to measure it have an effect.
I was raising the question on the side with Governor Mullins of what would happen if the Treasury sold a little
gold in this market. There's an interesting question here because if the gold price broke in that context, the
thermometer would not be just a measuring tool, it would basically affect the underlying psychology."
– Alan Greenspan at FOMC meeting May 18, 1993


“Central banks stand ready to lease gold in increasing quantities should the price rise”.
– Alan Greenspan comment before Senate committee July 30, 1998

Market Movement # 2: Bitcoin
But now, the Fed has a new problem. If gold is “analog” sound money, and they had the solution to the
gold price figured out, they probably did not anticipate that a bunch of coders, cryptographers and
cyberpunks would devise a “digital” form of sound money: Bitcoin.
As Luke Gromen says, Bitcoin is the only monetary fire alarm that is working and has not been
suppressed. Indeed.

Source: Bloomberg

2

One way they do this is to “cook” or underreport CPI inflation.
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Notice how in one year’s time the price of Bitcoin has appreciated by over 6.5x.
Central bankers looking at the price of Bitcoin have to be more than a little scared. Here is a form of
money that mathematically cannot be diluted. Nothing like this has ever existed before. Even gold
suffers dilution of 1.7% per year from new mine output. The supply of gold doubles every 42 years. The
supply of Bitcoin is capped at 21 million units, with 18.7 million having been mined and only 2.3 million
Bitcoins actively traded on exchanges. On a stock to flow basis, Bitcoin will be sounder money than gold
at the next halving. Historically, the soundest money has been the best way to store monetary value.
Given Bitcoin’s threat to fiat currencies, it is not surprising that a litany of Government officials have
disparaged it. Augusten Carstens of the Bank of International Settlements, the world’s bank for central
banks, has harshly criticized it. Christine Lagarde, Chief of the IMF, says it is used by criminals (is she a
user given her past conviction of criminal negligence?). Janet Yellen calls it highly speculative. The
Fed’s Williams and Bullard both recently took shots too. These officials know what Bitcoin represents.

In our opinion, Bitcoin is an existential threat to fiat currency. It is an ally in gold’s fight against monetary
debasement. Some think gold and Bitcoin compete and are substitutes, and to some extent this is true; but,
much like the Olympics, gold, silver and Bitcoin can all stand on the victory podium when Government
fiat currencies ultimately fail. We believe this failure is inevitable. The only issue is when. (for more on
this see our year end 2020 letter and the relative sizes of the fiat assets as compared to sound money assets)
Because Bitcoin is an existential threat to government issued currency, we now view its largest risk as
government attack. However, with every day that passes, and every new user that adopts it, that attack
becomes more difficult, and ultimately we believe Bitcoin prevails. But, having seen the US Government
change the rules to protect itself in the past (e.g., Gold Confiscation and Devaluation; Hunt Brothers; GFC
bailouts; ban on short selling of financials in 2008; ban on retail purchases of Gamestop in 2021), we
believe it is misinformed and naïve to assume that they will not try to attack Bitcoin. We could easily see
laws requiring full disclosure of ownership and/or enacting an onerous tax on Bitcoin gains at say a 90%
marginal rate. Even if that proposal was never passed it would certainly have a large short term negative
impact on the price of Bitcoin. In an asset as volatile as Bitcoin, that could be painful. The last major draw
down in Bitcoin’s price was 84%.
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IMPLICATIONS
We believe that inflation is a certainty. We could be wrong. We have been before, and we fully
understand Lacy Hunt’s low monetary velocity argument. However, even Lacy says that all inflation bets
are off if the Fed directly monetizes the US Treasury deficit. The process is pretty convoluted but it
appears to us that this is what is beginning to happen. Formal (as opposed to today’s informal) yield curve
control will be a large development. We find it very hard to decipher all of the flow of funds data that are
reported by the Fed. Many have said that without private bank lending and traditional expansion of the
money base via that mechanism we cannot have inflation. We would offer two points.
1. If we get a crack up boom, bank borrowing and money velocity are going to expand rapidly.
2. There is a historical basis for our view.

The following chart depicting a long term view (since 1880) of the velocity of money supports our point:
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The most fascinating thing about this chart above is what happened the last two times velocity was this low
(1932 and 1946). Both times, the next 5-10 years saw a very high rate of inflation. In the 1932 example, it
occurred via a one-time devaluation of the dollar by 70% when President Roosevelt reset the dollar/gold
price, effectively compressing 10 years of inflation into one event. In the 1946 episode, the U.S. was
coming off the high debt burden of WWII and the Fed was forced to implement Yield Curve Control
(YCC) to hold real interest rates deeply negative. (CPI inflation hit highs of 13% and 19% in 1942 and
1947, respectively). We think this episode will look like the post WWII episode. Velocity will not
remain low in our opinion.
Recent Fed Actions
As the Fed tries to implement its strategy of driving inflation but making inflation invisible they are doing
some tricky stuff. For example, they say they are conducting $120 Billion per month of QE, but in fact as
the excellent chart below by Tavi Costa at Crescat shows, for the past 6 weeks their purchases of
Treasuries and Mortgage Backed Securities have exceeded $120 Billion per month. So, in fact it appears
that the Fed is already conducting YCC, they just have not announced it formally. We call this shadow
YCC. We think they are being sneaky about it because when they formally announce YCC they know that
the psychological impact will be enormous.

FUND STRATEGY AND POSITIONING
As we survey the gold and gold share marketplace today we are stunned at how Mr. Market is giving
investors another shot at a good entry point. Last summer people could not get enough of gold and gold
stocks. Here we are 7 months later, with monetary developments going in our favor and gold is down
18% and some gold stocks are down 30-50%. We find compelling bargains in large super high quality
companies that are selling at 3.5x run rate EBITDA given a $1,800 gold price. Three things will drive
outsized gains in these stocks: (i) higher gold prices; (ii) production growth; and (iii) multiple expansion.
When gold breaks out over $2,000 these stocks are going to explode to the upside.
As the chart on the next page illustrates, the gold miners (upper left corner) are the cheapest (lowest P/E on
x axis) and most profitable (highest Operating Margin % on y axis) industry group in the market today, by
a large measure. They not only have upside optionality from higher future gold prices, they also make
financial sense if gold prices remain flat. Many of our companies have free cash flow yields north of 20%.
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One of the largest miners in the world, Newmont Mining has a current dividend yield of 3.55% with a
payout ratio of 57.6%.

Gold is also extraordinarily cheap compared to the US stock market. Over the last 50 years, it’s interesting
to look at Gold vs. the S&P 500. The bottom chart (red line) below shows how many shares of the S&P
500 that an ounce of Gold in US$ can purchase. Gold is approaching the lows of the early 1970s and early
2000s, or record cheap levels.
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Furthermore, the money printing continues and the gold price compared to the M2 money supply has rarely been cheaper. The next graph shows this.

The data on this chart stops in February since the Fed decided to stop reporting the M1 and M2 aggregates
in their current form last month. The timing on this change is somewhat curious, right?

The Junior Gold Miners ETF - GDXJ and Gold Bullion have corrected 32% and 18%, respectively from
their high in 2020. As seen in the chart below, the performance of the gold stocks is beginning to diverge
positively from the price of gold. A bullish indicator.

Soon, we expect that inflation is going to become very obvious, real yields are going to trend deeply
negative and gold and the gold stocks are going to explode to the upside--like they did coming out of the
crash in March 2020.
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OUR FUND IS OPEN
Now would be an excellent time to join our Fund or to add funds. Our fund has held up well on a relative
basis thus far in 2021. Stock selection, selective hedging and our decision to add Bitcoin to our sound
money strategy were the main drivers of relative outperformance in Q1. Bitcoin added approximately
+2.5% to our outperformance vs. the benchmark.
In the Fund, we are rebalancing our portfolio as we enter the next leg of the bull market. Our general
balance is to try to be about 1/3rd drill stories, 1/3rd developers and 1/3rd producers. Some of the bargains
in the producer space are leading us to increase the weighting in this category and this may continue for
some time. Last year we made a lot of money in the drill stories because they were silly cheap. They are
no longer as cheap and they are higher risk investments. We are deploying some of those profits in more
stable growing producers.
Our Fund is unique as we seem to be a rare sound money advocate that embraces both gold and Bitcoin.
Most seem to be in one camp or the other. We view Bitcoin as having exceptional long term upside and
optionality. It is an important part of our sound money strategy. However, it is also volatile and has some
notable risks. Our current weighting is 5% in the BTC coins (it did not start at 5%; a large portion of that
is price appreciation). We also hold 1% in a private Bitcoin mining company that is about to do another
financing round at 8x our last round cost, and we hold 1.8% in a private Bitcoin banking and financial
services company with exceptional management (Avanti Financial Group). So, our total Bitcoin related
weighting is 7.75%. When the mining company completes its next financing round (expected to close by
early May), our BTC weighting will be at 14.8%. Presently, we do not see ourselves going over 20%
weighting in BTC related investments. This could change, but we view this as the correct upside
optionality versus downside risk balance.
Thank you to our investor clients for your confidence in us. Again, our fund is open to new and existing
investors. Please reach out with any inquiries.
Sincerely,
Larry and David
Lawrence Lepard
Managing Partner
Tel: 508 975-4281
Cell: 617 462-8224
llepard@ema2.com

David Foley
Managing Partner
Tel: 617 259-0699
dfoley@ema2.com

Equity Management Associates, LLC
Sherborn, Massachusetts
PS: special shout out to Luke Gromen, whose influence is seen throughout this report. We have benefited greatly from his analysis and owe him a debt because he has helped us to remain confident and to maintain an aggressive stance in the junior miners. He has contributed significantly to our track record. Over
the past 5 years, when faced with moments of doubt, we have reviewed his analysis and concluded: “no,
we are probably right”. We’ve got this. (CrossFit lingo) Thanks Luke.
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ADDENDUM
Technical picture
Below we present an excellent chart on the gold and gold share market from one of our favorite technical
analysts, Graddhy out of Sweden. (Michael Oliver of MSA is the other technical analyst we admire).

Translation: gold miners broke out vs. spot gold last year and are now testing the support line and likely
will bounce hard off of that. Anyone with a background in the technical analysis of stocks will instantly
recognize that this chart is extremely bullish.
Bitcoin
Bitcoin is a very difficult asset to price. Its value depends upon adoption and acceptance. It has unique
qualities that we believe will one day make it worth millions of dollars per coin. But, like all assets going
through a raging bull market it will be a rough ride. Bull markets try to throw off all riders (Richard
Russell). Bitcoin is no exception. Lots of the people who bought after Thanksgiving of 2017 at $19,000
per coin undoubtedly had that experience when it subsequently plunged to $3,100. Not all of them could
HODL.
The price depends upon adoption and the technology halving cycle. For those who are interested there are
a lot of good models which have been quite accurate in predicting its price behavior. Two of the best are
found on Twitter. Plan B: @100TrillionUSD. Also: Ecoinometrics. @ecoinometrics
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We do not think this explosive up wave in the price of Bitcoin is over yet. The models we respect suggest
it will end in late 2021. After that, if the past is any guide, it will probably correct, perhaps significantly.
The following chart, which was brought to our attention by Luke Gromen, is very useful in understanding
what Bitcoin draw-downs have looked like in the past.

Considering the size of these drawdowns, the 1980s television show Hill Street Blues axiom is in play:
“Let’s be careful out there”. Or at least take a very long term perspective. You do not want to get shaken
out on draw downs. Position sizing is important. We manage the volatility by fluctuating our weighting.
In our opinion it has more asymmetry and upside than any other asset in the world, although one could
argue that a collapse of the derivatives market for gold or “paper gold” would present a similar upside
profile. There is significant evidence to suggest that there are hundreds of paper claims on each existing
ounce of physical gold. If all of those paper holders demand physical delivery, the gold price appreciation
may exceed the Bitcoin price appreciation. We compare it to a worldwide game of musical chairs. Just
like the Bitcoin people say, “not your keys, not your Bitcoin” the equivalent in gold is “if it is not in your
possession it is not your gold.” How many Lehman Brothers like entities owe gold to others that they do
not possess? Counterparty risk in the gold market is significant in our opinion. A discontinuous market
(gold resets to $10,000 over a weekend) would expose this issue.
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DISCLAIMER
These presentation materials shall not be construed as an offer to purchase or sell, or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or sell, any
securities or services. Any such offering may only be made at the time a qualified investor receives from EMA formal materials describing
an offering plus related subscription documentation (“offering materials”). In the case of any inconsistency between the information in
this presentation and any such offering materials, including an offering memorandum, the offering materials shall control.
Securities shall not be offered or sold in any jurisdiction in which such offer or sale would be unlawful unless the requirements of the
applicable laws of such jurisdiction have been satisfied. Any decision to invest in securities must be based solely upon the information set
forth in the applicable offering materials, which should be read carefully by prospective investors prior to investing. An investment in EMA
not suitable or desirable for all investors; investors may lose all or a portion of the capital invested. Investors may be required to bear the
financial risks of an investment for an indefinite period of time. Investors and prospective investors are urged to consult with their own
legal, financial and tax advisors before making any investment.
The statements contained in this presentation are made as of the date printed on the cover, and access to this presentation at any given
time shall not give rise to any implication that there has been no change in the facts and circumstances set forth in this presentation
since that date. These presentation materials may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of US securities laws. The
forward-looking statements are based on EMA’s beliefs, assumptions and expectations of its future performance, taking into account all
information currently available to it, and can change as a result of known (and unknown) risks, uncertainties and other unpredictable
factors. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. EMA does not undertake any
obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect circumstances or events that occur after the date on which such
statements were made. Historical data and other information contained herein, including information obtained from third-party sources,
are believed to be reliable but no representation is made to its accuracy, completeness, or suitability for any specific purpose.
No representation is being made that any investment will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Past
performance is not indicative of future results. This report is prepared for the exclusive use of EMA investors and other persons that
EMA has determined should receive these presentation materials. This presentation may not be reproduced, distributed or disclosed
without the express permission of EMA.

